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STRUCTURALLY PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION OF OBJECT DESCRETE MODELS
WITH DELAY FOR TUNING SMITH CONTROLLERS
V.Ya. Kartashov, D.Yu. Sakhnin
Kemerovo State University
Email: kartash@ic.kemsu.ru
Construction of Smith digital controller on the basis of equivalence principle of dynamic object models with delay has been suggested.

Synthesis of control systems starts, as a rule, with ob
ject model determination. In practice, information
about object is obtained in the form of inputs and out
puts available for direct measurement. Actually, impact
reaction time delay τ typical for heatandpower engine
ering, chemical, metallurgical processes is always obser
ved in objects. It is known that delay adversely affects
stability, accuracy and quality of closed system [1]. The
re are many ways for solving this problem. The most wi
despread method is the use of delay compensation meth
ods (for example, Smith, Reswick controllers etc.) [2].
These controllers had significant disadvantage from the
point of view of delay element practical realization at
analog engineering [3]. Realization of such element the
delay time of which could be changed in wide range is
rather difficult. Digital technique development allowed
solving the given problem. However, in both cases, it is
necessary to know rather exactly the mathematical mo
del of object inertial part which does not contain delay
and it is necessary to know exactly delay value as well [3].
The methods of parametric identification based on
the fact that the accepted model should approximate well
the experimental data became the most widespread. Ac
curacy of reclaimed delay value is determined to a large
extent by correspondence of mathematical model to the
object and namely its inertial part which does not contain
delay. Delay time differs significantly from actual one at
model structural deviations. Using such models for Smith
type controllers does not result in desired results.
Mathematical models in which input action equali
ty involves response reaction equality are called equiva
lent ones in paper [4]. It is stated in paper [5] that it is

possible to say about strict equivalence at coincidence of
object and model dynamic properties. The modified
method of V. Viskovatov of structurally parametric
identification suggested in [6] and based on continued
fraction theory allows constructing discrete model stric
tly equivalent to continuous object.
The matter of the method is in the fact that calcula
ted identifying matrix is formed on the basis of discrete
inoutput data. The first two lines of this matrix form
consecutive measurements of input and output variables
and the rest elements are calculated by recurrence rela
tion until a line with null elements appears. The first co
lumn till a null line determines structure and values of
parameters of discrete transfer function (DTF). And if
in the second line in object reaction measurements (in
deviations) the first k elements are null ones then the li
ne shifts by k elements to the left. This shift determines
delay in discrete representation with accuracy up to
sampling increment parameter. Object DTF is obtained
in the form:
b + b z −1 + ... + bn z − n − d Pn ( z ) − d
G ( z ) = 0 1 −1
z =
z , (1)
1 + a1 z + ... + an z − n
Qn ( z )
where n is the order of the model determined by ma
trix dimension and d determines delay by time dΔt. The
obtained model (1) possesses the same dynamic proper
ties as continuous object as onetoone correspondence
is determined between nulls and poles, continuous ob
ject G(s) and discrete model with consistent Zconver
sion z=esΔt. The carried out numerous model researches
for objects: aperiodic, stable and unstable, nonmini
mumphase etc. confirmed entirely the validity of redu
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ced continuous transfer functions of inertial part of line
ar dynamic objects. The researches showed that the
equivalence between continuous objects and discrete
models is implemented at sampling increment Δ selec
tion from epoch range (Δtmin, Δtmax) [6].
Strict equivalence results in the following structure
chart of Smith compensator (Fig. 1). Here G0(s) is the
transfer function of the object without delay, e–τs is the
transfer function of delay unit, G0м(z) is the discrete
transfer function of the object without delay, z–d is the
discrete transfer function of delay unit, R(z) is the digi
tal controller, y is the output signal of the object, x is the
desired behavior of the object, u is the control object.
Such system may be realized only in the case when
delay time τ of control object is multiple to sampling
increment Δt.
Object

Smith compensator

Fig. 1.

Smith compensator in digital system

DTF G(z) of the object with a certain sampling inc
rement Δt is reduced at the first stage by known inout
put variables by modified algorithm of V. Viskovatov. As
interval (Δtmin, Δtmax) is known beforehand it is necessary
to work out the criterion allowing us to state that the re
duced DTF G(z) is equivalent to the object.
It is shown in paper [6] that selecting Δt from the
range (Δtmin, Δtmax) the null and pole images in splane
ln( z )
, remained statio
Δt
nary. Taking into account this fact the following algo
rithm of determining DTF G(z) equivalent to the conti
nuous object may be proposed:
1) identification algorithm includes inoutput infor
mation with a certain sampling increment Δt;
2) DTF Gk(z) is reduced for increment kΔt (for a start
k=1) by modified algorithm of V. Viskovatov;
3) using the same algorithm DTF Gk+1(z) for increment
(k+1)Δt is reduced;
4) if orders of DTF Gk(z) and Gk+1(z) as well as images
of nulls and poles in splane coincide then it is pos
sible to state that Gk(z) and Gk+1(z) are equivalent to
continuous object and kΔt∈(Δtmin, Δtmax),
(k+1)Δt∈(Δtmin, Δtmax). Otherwise, it is necessary to
increase k by a unity and return to pt. 3.
Thus, variation of sampling increment Δt allows ret
rieving additional information about the object with the
help of which the fact of obtained model equivalence is
established.
For objects with delay there is their own specifica

obtained by Zreconversion s =

18

tion connected with the fact that delay time τ is reduced
only in the case when it is multiple to sampling incre
ment Δt. In the case if delay time τ is not multiple to
sampling increment Δt it may be presented in the form
of τ=dΔt+dΔτ, where d=[τ/Δt]. Discrete transfer fun
ction of the object G(z) identifies exactly only a part of
delay, equal to dΔt, that is the transfer function contains
a multiplier z–d. The rest part of Δτ influences the pro
perties of digital control system as the information
about Δτ is lost.
Principle of sampling increment variation allows se
lecting Δt in the range (Δtmin, Δtmax) so that it is multiple
to τ (on condition that τ≥Δtmin). Thus, two problems ap
pear: 1) to estimate delay time τ provided that object
DTF is known; 2) to determine interval (Δtmin, Δtmax).
To determine delay time with prescribed accuracy
the approach based on the following sequence of opera
tions was theoretically justified:
1) continuous transfer function (CTF) G(s) is reduced
identically by DTF G(z). The continuous object re
action is determined in the form of analytical de
pendence with known input action by CTF;
2) the reverse tabulation of the obtained dependence,
at which an argument value corresponding to null
reaction magnitude is determined, is fulfilled star
ting with the first null value of object reaction;
knowing the time of input action start and the obta
ined time value the delay time is determined with
accuracy defined by tabulation accuracy.
To determine Δtmax solving the problem of structural
ly parametric identification in paper [6] the condition of
SPidentifiability was stated: If it is supposed that besi
des actual nulls and poles there are pairs of complex
conjugate nulls and poles of continuous transfer fun
ction s1н,s2н,...,smн, s1п,s2п,...,snп respectively, then imagi
nary parts of specified singular points should satisfy the
condition of SPidentifiability in the following form:
Δt ⋅ max Im[ s1í , s2í ,..., smí , s1ï , s2ï ,..., snï ] < π,

where Δt is the value of sampling increment. However, if
all singular points are real the condition of SPidentifi
ability can not be used. In this case the search method
should be used to determine Δtmin and Δtmax: taking a cer
tain sampling increment as the initial one, to decrease
(increase) stepbystep its value while all singular points
keep their position (with specified accuracy).
Sampling increment search is inefficient in automa
tic control systems as it results in excess loading of com
puting machinery. Therefore, to estimate this range the
statement is proved: if the object has real nulls
s1н,s2н,...,smн and poles s1п,s2п,...,snп, then to select the
sampling increment Δt∈(Δtmin, Δtmax), allowing con
structing its discrete model by modified algorithm of
V. Viskovatov the following ratios are valid:
ln(1 − ε )
Δtmin = −
,
(2)
í
í
max( s1 , s2 ,..., smí , s1ï , s2ï ,..., snï )
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Δtmax = −

ln(ε )
,
min( s , s ,..., smí , s1ï , s2ï ,..., snï )
í
1

(3)

í
2

where ε is a certain specified value, arbitrarily small
(and ε>0).
Values of nulls s1н,s2н,...,smн and poles s1п,s2п,...,snп are
determined at the stage of constructing equivalent DTF.
The value ε is specified depending on accuracy of calcu
lations.
Thus, the developed approach reduces DTF equiva
lent to control object, determines delay time with speci
fied accuracy and allows selecting sampling increment
multiple to delay time. Therefore, the suggested algo
rithm allows using Smith controllers (as well as Vata
nabe Solodovnikov ones etc.) for synthesizing digital
control systems by object with delay.
Example.
Let us consider aperiodic object of the second order
with CTF of the form:
1
(4)
G (s) =
e −5,2 s .
(3s + 1)(5 s + 1)
Object transfer characteristic is described by time
function:
⎧⎪0, t < τ ,
y (t ) = ⎨
t −τ
t −τ
−
−
⎪⎩1 + 1,5e 3 − 2,5e 5 , t ≥ τ .
Let us sample function y(t) with an increment τ=1 s.
Let us suppose that values of output variable at moments
which are initial information for control system synthe
sis are measured: y(0)=0; y(1)=0; y(2)=0; y(3)=0;
y(4)=0; y(5)=0; y(6)=0,018533; y(7)=0,079027;
y(8)=0,161838; y(9)=0,253488; y(10)=0,345613;
y(11)=0,433282; y(12)=0,513834; y(13)=0,58607;
y(14)=0,649717; ...
According to modified algorithm of V. Viskovatov
[6] elements of the second line of identifying matrix are
shifted to the first null element and it takes a form cor
responding to Table 1.
Table 1.

Identifying matrix for Δt=1 s

1

1

1

0,018533
–3,2641
1,89516
–0,189417
0,0231802
0

0,079027
–7,73243
4,84848
–0,480204
0,0586956
0

0,161838
–12,6776
8,27077
–0,815527
0,099367

~

1

1

1

1

0,253488 0,345613 0,433282 0,513834
–17,6485 –22,3789 –26,7225
~
11,7924 15,19126
~
~
–1,159731
~
~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

As nulls appear in the seventh line, matrix compu
ting is stopped and continued fraction is formed from
the elements of the first column
0, 018533 z −6
G( z) =
.
−3, 2641z −1
1+
1,89516 z −1
1+
−0,189417 z −1
1+
1 + 0, 231802 z −1

Reducing this fraction we obtain DTF of the fol
lowing form:
G( z) =

0,018533 z −1 + 0,03204 z − 2 + 0,000811z− 3 −5
z . (5)
1 − 1,535262 z −1 + 0,586646 z− 2

Let us note that in numerator (5) multiplier z–1 sup
ports the condition of process physical performability.
This model has two poles: z1п=0,716532; z2п=0,81873
and two nulls: z1н=–1,703154; z2н=–0,02568. Accor
ding to onetoone mapping in splane we have poles
s1п=–0,333332, s2п=–0,2 and as z1н<0, z2н<0 then accor
ding to investigations carried out in paper [6] there are
no these nulls in CTF. Delay time in this case takes the
value
τ=d.Δt=5.1=5 s.
To check out equivalence of the obtained DTF to
the object let us sample function y(t) with increment
Δt=2 s. Values of output variable at time moments have
the form: y(0)=0; y(2)=0; y(4)=0; y(6)=0,018533;
y(8)=0,161838; y(10)=0,345613; y(12)=0,513834;
y(14)=0,649717; y(16)=0,752673; y(18)=0,827781; ...
According to the modified algorithm of V. Viskova
tov [6] elements of the second line of identifying matrix
are shifted to the first null element and it takes the form
of Table 2.
Table 2.
1
0,018533
–7,732429
6,450034
–0,072972
0,17163
0

Identifying matrix for Δt=2 s
1

1

1

1

1

1

0,161838 0,345613
0,513834 0,649717 0,752673 0,827781
–17,64846 –26,725289 –34,05723 –39,6125 –43,6652
~
15,192199 23,320822 29,93433 34,96548
~
~
–0,159352 –0,236489 –0,298072
~
~
~
0,374795 0,556222
~
~
~
~
0
~
~
~
~
~

As there are nulls in the seventh line matrix compu
ting is stopped and continued fraction is formed from
the first column elements.
0,018533 z −3
G( z) =
,
−7,732429 z −1
1+
6, 450034 z −1
1+
−0,072972 z −1
1+
1 + 0,17163 z −1
Reducing this fraction we obtain DTF of the fol
lowing form:
G( z) =

0,018533 z −1 + 0,121367 z− 2 + 0,020516 z− 3 −2
z .(6)
1 − 1,183737 z −1 + 0,344154 z− 2

The given object has two poles z1п=0,7513417;
z2п=0,67032 and two nulls z1н=–6,37503; z2н=–173649.
According to onetoone mapping in splane we have
poles s1п=–0,333332, s2п=–0,2; and as z1н<0, z2н<0 then
there are no these nulls in DTF. Delay time in this case
has value τ=d.Δt=2.2=4 s.
As it is seen, for Δt=1 s and Δt=2 s DTF (5), (6), ima
ges of nulls and poles of which coincide in splane
(s1п=–0,333332, s2п=–0,2) was obtained. Therefore, the
conclusion may be made that the obtained DTF (5), (6)
are equivalent to continuous object. Really, if CTF (4) is
19
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considered, it has two poles that corresponds completely to
the obtained result. However, delay time differs: for Δt=1 s
τ=5 s is obtained, and for Δt=2 s the value is τ=4 s.
Let us pass to the second stage – determine delay ti
me. For this purpose DTF (5) is converted to CTF. As a
result we obtain continuous transfer function
1
.
G (s) =
1
⎛
⎞⎛ 1
⎞
⎜ 0,333332 s + 1⎟ ⎜ 0, 2 s + 1⎟
⎝
⎠⎝
⎠
Let us recover continuous reaction of linear object at
unit step input excitation [7]:
y(t)=1+1,500015e–0,333332t–2,500015e–0,2t.
To find delay time τ let us fix the first null measure
ment of transfer characteristic y(t)=0,018533 and time
moment t=6 s. Let us equate relative to unknown value
of transportation delay τ which takes the form:
0, 018533 = 1 + 1,500015 e −0,333332(6 −τ ) −

G( z) =

0,381405 z −1 + 0,150899 z− 2
z −1 .
1 − 0,530149 z −1 + 0,062453 z− 2

0,381405 z −1 + 0,150899 z − 2
,
1 − 0,530149 z −1 + 0,062453 z− 2
d=1. Regulator DTF determined by the theory of poly
nomial equations [8] by DTF G0м, has the form:

Whence G0ì ( z ) =

R( z ) =

1,878625 − 0,995951 z −1 + 0,117327 z − 2
.
1 − 0, 716517 z −1 − 0, 283483 z − 2

The results of modeling are given in the form of dia
grams of transfer processes y(t) (Fig. 2) and change of
control action u(t) (Fig. 3).

−2,500015 e −0,2(6−τ ).

Supposing τ=6 s we decrease iteratively value τ=τ–ε
till we obtain numerical solution of equation with speci
fied accuracy ε. At ε=0,01 s delay time τ=5,2 s. Compa
ring the obtained results with the initial function (4) it is
seen that object CTF is completely recovered:
1
G (s) =
e −5,2 s .
1
⎛
⎞⎛ 1
⎞
⎜ 0,333332 s + 1⎟ ⎜ 0, 2 s + 1⎟
⎝
⎠⎝
⎠
п
The given object has two poles s1 =–0,333333 and
s2п=–0,2. Let us take ε=0,05 s and determine Δtmin,
Δtmax. Substituting s1п=–0,333333, s2п=–0,2 and ε=0,05
into formulas (2) and (3) we obtained respectively
Δtmin = −
Δtmax = −

Transfer process at object output

Fig. 3.

Control action

ln(1 − 0, 05)
ln(0,95)
=
≈ 0, 26 s,
max( −0,333332; −0, 2)
−0, 2
ln(0,05)
ln(0,05)
=
≈ 8,99 s.
min(−0,333332; −0, 2) −0,333332

Thus, to recover DTF by modified algorithm of
V. Viskovatov the sampling increment Δt should be
chosen in the range (0,26; 8,99).
To synthesized control system we can now chose a
sampling increment multiple to delay time τ=5,2 s. In
the range (0,26; 8,99) there are several of such (for
example, 1,3 s; 2,6 s; 5,2 s). Let us take the sampling
increment Δt=5,2 s and construct digital controller with
Smith compensator.
Structural scheme of Smith compensator is given in
Fig 1. Let the desired input action x be unit step fun
ction. Let us construct time optimal regulator R(z).
1
Then: G0 ( s ) =
, e–τs=e–5,2s.
( s + 0,333332)( s + 0, 2)
Object DTF for sampling increment Δt=5,2 s obta
ined by modified algorithm of V. Viskovatov takes the
form:

20

Fig. 2.

The results of modeling showed that the obtained di
gital model of the object with delay allows adapting di
gital regulator with Smith compensator.
The algorithm for obtaining discrete model equiva
lent to continuous object by initial data of inoutput va
riables is suggested in the given paper. The algorithm
includes the following stages: 1) object identification by
the criterion allowing us to recover DTF equivalent to
the object; 2) delay time determination by the obtained
object DTF; 3) determination of the range (Δtmin, Δtmax)
for selecting sampling increment allowing identifying
the equivalent to object DTF by modified algorithm of
V. Viskovatov. The developed algorithm may be used at
automation of technological processes possessing signi
ficant delay.
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AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR STUDYING FEEDBACK REGULATORS
V.S. Leschev, A.A. Shilin, A.A. Svetlakov
Tomsk State University of Control Systems and Radio electronics
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Bundled software intended for realization of different control algorithms constructed on the basis of functional units on mediumpri
ced industrial controllers have been considered. The example of programming in a language of functional block diagrams of algorithm
of real processing automation is given.

Introduction

Recently to create automated control systems of
technological processes (TP ACS) different technologi
cal programming languages available not only to pro
grammer understanding but industrial engineers as well
have been widely adopted. As a result, at present there
are program packages for developing MMI and software
of operator stations of TP ACS (SCADA) [1]. Owing to
the fact that technological languages are easily unified a
great many of such program packages is developed and
moreover, proper programming languages are developed
for them. To order somehow this process the standard of
International Electrotechnical Commission IEC1131
3 was accepted in 1993 [2]. The standard describes five
programming languages of the programmed logic con
troller (PLC): Sequential Function Chart (SFC), Function
Block Diagram (FBD), Ladder Diagrams (LD), Structu
red Text (ST), Instruction List (IL) [3]. Languages ST and
IL are the most popular among programmers as they
included the most common operators of programming
languages of the type Pascal and Assembler.
Practice showed that the language of functional bloc
diagram (FBD) is the clearest for industrial engineers.
Language FBD serves for constructing and detailed
description of control algorithms of technological pro
cesses. It allows a user to construct block diagram of
control algorithm consisting of library blocks for a sy
stem of any complexity. Software complex «AKIAR»
developed by programmers of the enterprise «NPO
VEST» (Tomsk) in collaboration with informationme
asuring technology department at Tomsk State Univer
sity of Control Systems and Radio electronics allows
working with this very programming language and has a

number of peculiarities discriminating it from similar
software products. These peculiarities will be considered
later and now let us pay attention to the fact that stan
dard of IEC IEC1131 is of voluntary character therefo
re we tried to conform but nevertheless developed our
own library of functional blocks.
Software complex «AKIAR»

Software complex «AKIAR» includes all main possi
bilities of SCADAsystems. The analogue of such pro
gram is development system of programming algorithms
«KONGRAF» («MZTA», Moscow) for regulators of
«MS» type constructed at expensive microcontrollers.
Software complex «AKIAR» is intended for working
with regulators constructed at inexpensive microcontrol
lers. «AKIAR» combines graphics editor of functional
blocks and program of modeling TP ACS which are in
tuitively clear for users having general idea of SCADA
systems. The significant advantage of program complex
«AKIAR» over the system «KONGRAF» is the system of
input, output and indication of industrial regulator para
meters independent on control algorithm. Such system
has flexible logic, allows denoting parameters in English
and Russian, has treelike (structured) menu.
Such powerful program packages of SCADAsy
stems as «Genesis», «Trace Mode», «Genie» are multi
functional and intended first of all for largescale TP
ACS. Such systems require powerful and expensive in
dustrial controllers as well as significant temporary ex
penditures for modeling transfer processes for their rea
lization. Use of expensive controllers in the field of he
at and power engineering and especially housing and
communal services for heating systems, hotwater sup
21

